What is this unit about?

How much of this unit do I want to use?

What is the potential to demonstrate progression?

What is the scope for learning & reinforcing skills?

Who does this unit appeal to?

Which key concepts can be focussed on in this unit?

What is the potential to demonstrate progression?

The whole unit!

Pick and mix...

Strong within the unit!

Potential for demonstrating high levels compared to other units

Geographical enquiry?

Fieldwork?

Graphica??

Communication?

Pupil appeal!

Teacher appeal!!

Physical processes?

Human processes?

Interdependence?

Environmental interaction & sustainable development

Cultural understanding & diversity

Physical geography?

Human geography?

Environmental geography?

Place?

Data?

Images, video, audio?

Other?

Topical!

Not Topical!!

Long shelf life

Short shelf life

Topical!

Long shelf life

Short shelf life

Topical!

Not Topical!!